Introduction

D
espite the rather well-documented capacity of skeletal muscle to repair, regenerate, and remodel following injury, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] there are still a variety of traumatic injuries, and congenital and acquired diseases and disorders that result in an irrecoverable loss of muscle function. Among these is volumetric muscle loss (VML) injury, which is characterized by a degree of muscle tissue loss that exceeds the endogenous regenerative capacity of muscle resulting in permanent functional deficits of either the injured muscle or the muscle unit (i.e., in the presence of synergists). 6 VML injuries can result from trauma and surgery in both civilian and military populations and can result in devastating disablement and disfigurement.
Current treatment for VML injury involves surgical muscle transfer, although these procedures are often associated with poor engraftment and donor site morbidity (see reviews 7, 8 ). Physical therapy is also used to improve the strength of the VML-injured muscle or muscle unit, although
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this treatment alone may have a limited ability to significantly restore muscle mass or function. 9 Not surprisingly, this unmet medical need has stimulated research efforts to develop new technologies for the treatment of VML injuries.
In this regard, there has been great recent interest in developing tissue engineering technologies for the treatment of VML and VML-like injuries (e.g., hernia repair). [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] By and large, these technologies employ either an acellular scaffold, a potentially myogenic cell source, or both, as an implantable therapeutic. For instance, injection of freshly isolated whole muscle fibers suspended in a hyaluronan-based gel was used as a means of providing satellite cells to the site of VML injury. 16 This approach resulted in improved tissue formation and functional recovery in a VML-injured mouse tibialis anterior (TA) muscle. 16 In another study, delayed injection of culture-expanded bone mesenchymal stem cells 1 week after implantation of a decellularized scaffold was also associated with restoration of muscle function in a rat gastrocnemius VML injury model. 13 Additionally, our lab has recently reported that the implantation of a differentiated tissue engineered muscle repair (TEMR) construct (i.e., comprised primarily of myotubes), which is generated following *2 weeks of static and dynamic tissue culture in vitro, significantly restored functional capacity while promoting new tissue formation in a VML-injured mouse latissimus dorsi (LD) muscle. 12 As encouraging as these initial studies are, there is still significant room for therapeutic improvement. This is true with respect to both the absolute magnitude of functional recovery, and the time course of that recovery. To this end, we have begun to evaluate the ability of bioreactor-derived preconditioning protocols to modulate cellular phenotype in vitro, and the importance of these in vitro protocols to the functional recovery of VML injuries following implantation of our TEMR construct in vivo. The rationale for this approach is related to the supposition that the differentiation status of the muscle precursor cells used for muscle therapies can play a definitive role in the magnitude and mechanism of functional recovery. For example, under a variety of conditions including VML injury, implantation of quiescent satellite cells can promote greater regeneration compared to culture-expanded myoblasts. 16, [19] [20] [21] However, while the majority of the related literature has investigated the therapeutic effects of varying degrees of maturation within relatively immature cells (i.e., quiescent vs. active satellite cells or myoblasts), very little consideration has been given to potential therapeutic differences between myoblasts and myotubes. Moreover, the advantage of employing in vitro tissue engineering to generate constructs comprised of a combination of myoblasts (activated satellite cells) and myotubes has not yet been explored, despite the fact that such an approach creates a scenario that recapitulates a cellular environment more akin to embryonic myogenesis and adult muscle fiber repair and hypertrophy. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] In the current study, we modified our previously reported in vitro tissue engineering model 12, 29 to generate TEMR constructs comprised of cells resembling unfused myoblasts, myotubes, or a combination of myoblasts and myotubes. TEMR constructs were then implanted at the site of VML injury in a mouse LD muscle and functional recovery was evaluated at 1 and 2 months postinjury. The overall goal of this study was to test the hypothesis that functional recovery from VML injury can be modulated by altering the cellular phenotype and composition of the TEMR construct in vitro prior to implantation in vivo.
Methods
Experimental design
Three different strategies of culturing a mixed population of muscle derived cells (MDCs) on bladder acellular matrix (BAM) collagen scaffolds were used to create TEMR constructs with distinct morphological characteristics (Table 1) . Briefly, one group of constructs was seeded primarily with MDCs and subjected to a short cellular proliferation and growth period in the absence of bioreactor preconditioning (TEMR-1SP), a second group experienced a prolonged cellular maturation period that included bioreactor preconditioning as previously described (TEMR-1SPD; see Machingal et al. 12 ), and a third group was designed to reflect a combination of both of these conditions by applying a second population of MDCs to an underlying layer of maturing cells 3 days before implantation (TEMR-2SPD). TEMR constructs derived from all three in vitro protocols were implanted at the site of a surgically created VML injury in the latissimus dorsi (LD) muscle of nude mice. One and 2 months after injury and implantation, contralateral control, nonrepaired, and TEMR construct-repaired (three groups) LD muscles were retrieved. Subsequent assessments of functional capacity and tissue repair and regeneration were conducted to compare the therapeutic benefits of these distinct TEMR constructs.
Animals
Male Lewis rats (3-4 weeks) and female athymic nude/ nude mice (8-10 weeks) were used as donors for MDCs or for in vivo studies of VML injury repair, respectively. Rodents were purchased from commercial vendors (Harlan and Jackson Laboratories). All animal procedures were approved by the Wake Forest University IACUC and are in accordance with animal use guideline set by the American Physiological Society.
MDCs isolation
Tibialis anterior and soleus muscles from 3 to 4 week old male Lewis rats were harvested for primary cell culture using methodology described previously; while the cell population isolated are identical to our previous report, herein we define these cells as MDCs to reflect the possibility that muscle progenitor cells among other cell types are incorporated in this cultured cell population. 12 Briefly, skeletal muscles were digested in 0.2% collagenase (Worthington biochemicals) solution prepared in low glucose Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM; Hyclone) for 2 h at 37°C. Muscle tissue fragments were plated onto tissue culture dishes coated with Matrigel (BD Biosciences) in myogenic medium containing DMEM high glucose supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 10% horse serum, 1% chicken embryo extract, and 1% antibiotic/antimycotic (Hyclone). Cells were passaged at *75% confluence, cultured in DMEM low glucose supplemented with 15% FBS and 1% antibiotic/ antimycotic, and used for seeding at the second passage.
BAM preparation
BAM scaffolds were prepared from porcine urinary bladder as previously described. 12, 29 Briefly, the bladder was washed and trimmed to obtain the lamina propria, which was placed in 0.05% trypsin (Hyclone) for 1 h at 37°C. The bladder was then transferred to DMEM solution supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% antibiotic/antimycotic and kept overnight at 4°C. The preparation was then washed in a solution containing 1% triton X (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.1% ammonium hydroxide (Fisher Scientific) in de-ionized water for 4 days at 4°C. Finally, the bladder was then washed in deionized water for 3 days at 4°C. The decellularized scaffold was further dissected to obtain a scaffold of 0.2-0.4 mm thickness: dimensions suitable for implantation in the surgically created mouse LD defect. The prepared acellular matrix was then cut into strips of 3 cm · 2 cm size and placed onto a custom designed seeding chamber made of silicon (McMaster Carr). Scaffolds and silicon seeding chambers were then individually placed in culture dishes and sterilized by ethylene oxide.
Preparation of TEMR constructs
As noted above, three different TEMR constructs were evaluated in these studies; TEMR-1SP, TEMR-1SPD, and TEMR-2SPD. All three TEMR constructs were created from sterilized scaffolds that were placed in custom-made silicon seeding chambers and kept immersed in a seeding media consisting of DMEM solution supplemented with 15% FBS and 1% antibiotic/antimycotic media for at least 12 h at 37°C prior to seeding. MDCs (Passage 2) were then seeded at a concentration of 1 million cells per cm 2 on one side, and after 12 h, the seeding chamber was flipped and a concentration of 1 million cells per cm 2 was seeded on the other side. After a total of 3 days in seeding media, the TEMR-1SP group was collected for either in vitro analyses or implantation.
The TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD constructs were subsequently immersed in differentiation media (F12 DMEM, 2% horse serum, 1% antibiotic antimyocotic [AA]) for an additional 7 days. After a total of 10 days of static culture, the TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD cell-seeded scaffolds were then placed in a bioreactor system, as described previously. 29 The bioreactor system consisted of a computer-controlled linear motor powered actuator that directed cyclic unidirectional stretch and relaxation. To permit application of the cyclic stretch protocol, one end of the TEMR construct was attached to a stationary bar, while the other end was connected to a movable bar attached to the actuator. TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD constructs were subjected to *10% strain, three times per minute for the first 5 min of every hour, for 5-7 days (see Moon du et al., 29 for details). Note that in preliminary experiments a subpopulation of TEMR-2SPD constructs also underwent three stretches times per minute for the first 5 min of every half-hour, however, this strain rate did not alter cellular morphology in any detectable fashion and we therefore considered these together as a homogeneous population of constructs for the TEMR-2SPD group. Constructs that underwent the full static and dynamic differentiation protocols as previously described 12 comprised the TEMR-1SPD group. However, the TEMR-2SPD group was created by stopping uniaxial stretching midway through preconditioning (i.e., 2-3 days), applying a second set of MDCs (first or second passage) at a density of 1 million cells per cm 2 to only one side of the construct, allowing for static cellular adherence over a 6-12 h period, and then proceeding with uniaxial stretching (same conditions) for 2 days. In all cases, during the entire cell culture process, both cellseeded surfaces (i.e., top and bottom of the same BAM scaffold) were fully immersed in media, the constructs were continuously aerated with 95% air-5% carbondioxide (CO 2 ) at 37°C in an incubator, and the media were changed every 3 days.
Immunocytochemistry and analysis
MDCs (P2) were seeded either on uncoated chamber slides or BAM scaffolds at a density of 1 million cells per cm 2 . Whole-mount staining was performed by fixing the cells in 2% formalin, washing in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)-glycine (10 mM), permeabilizing with 0.5% triton, and then washing again in PBS-glycine. Cells were then blocked in 3% (w/v) nonfat dried milk in PBS for 30 min at room temperature prior to incubation with primary antibodies (1:50 in PBS) raised in mouse against desmin (Santa Cruz, 7955), MyoD (Hybridoma Bank), and Pax7 (Hybridoma Bank) or phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 488 or 594 conjugated (1:50, Invitrogen) for 1 h. After washing in PBS, cells were incubated in Texas Red-conjugated anti-mouse IgG (Vector; 1:100) secondary antibody for 30 min and were then washed again in PBS. Probed specimens were then coversliped with ProLong Gold including DAPI (Invitrogen-P36931).
To determine the percentage of P2 MDCs expressing Pax7, MyoD, or desmin on chamberslides, the total number of nuclei and positively labeled nuclei were counted in at least 12 high-powered field (400 · ) images from at least two different chamber slides, resulting in over 800 nuclei counted per protein marker. The percentage of positive cells is expressed as total positive cells out of total cells counted. To assess the cellular morphology and number of nuclei on BAM scaffolds, the number of nuclei and number of multinucleated cells were counted from 400 · images derived from at least three different constructs from each group. The number of nuclei was counted using ImageJ software and the number of multinucleated cells was determined by a researcher who was blinded to the experimental conditions. Multinucleated cells were defined as a structure in which two or more nuclei were associated with the same set of actin stress fibers.
BAM scaffold mechanical testing
Uniaxial tensile mechanical testing was performed using an Instron 55401. Prepared sterilized BAM scaffolds were incubated at 37°C in DMEM for *24 h prior to testing. BAM samples were uniformly prepared with a width of 3.75 mm using a standard steel press. Samples were kept hydrated during preparation and testing. Pretension was set to 0.2 N. Samples were tested to failure using a strain rate of 0.5 mm/ s. Young's modulus was calculated from the slope of the linear portion of the stress-strain curve.
Surgical creation of VML injury and TEMR construct implantation
VML injury was surgically created as a critical size defect (&50%) of the LD muscle in anesthetized (isoflurane) nu/nu mice using a previously reported methodology. 12 Briefly, a longitudinal incision was made along the midline of the back. The trapezius muscle that covers the LD muscle was lifted to expose the LD muscle without removing the tendon inserted at the humerus. Suture markers were then placed on the LD muscle demarking the superior half of the spinal fascia and the medial half of the of the muscle head at the humerus. The medial half of the muscle was then excised using a fine scissor. Using this methodology, a defect weighing &18 mg was excised from the LD muscle. The injured LD muscle was then either left without further treatment or an &3 · 1 cm TEMR construct was sutured (Vicryl 6-0) to the site of injury. In all cases, the fascia and skin were then sutured and closed, and the animals were allowed to recover from anesthesia. Of note, since a prior report documented that implantation of the BAM scaffold alone had no detectable effect on functional recovery, that group was excluded from consideration in the present study. 12 
In vitro functional assessment
Whole LD muscles were dissected free and studied in vitro using a DMT organ bath system (DMT Model 750TOBS) using similar methodology as described previously. 12, [30] [31] [32] LD muscles were mounted in an organ bath chamber containing a Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer (pH 7.4) with (in mM) 121.0 NaCl, 5.0 KCl, 0.5 MgCl 2 , 1.8 CaCl 2 , 24.0 NaH-CO 3 , 0.4 NaH 2 PO 4 , and 5.5 glucose (the buffer was equilibrated with 95% oxygen (O 2 )-5% CO 2 gas). The distal tendon was attached by silk suture and cyanoacrylate adhesive to a fixed support, and the proximal tendon was attached to the lever arm of a force transducer (Dmt 750TOBS). The muscle was positioned between custom-made platinum electrodes. Direct muscle electrical stimulation (0.2 ms pulse at 30 V) was applied across the LD muscle using a Grass S88 stimulator (Grass Instruments). Real time display and recording of all force measurements were performed on a PC with Power Lab/8sp (ADInstruments).
Once the LD muscles were mounted in the organ bath, the muscles were allowed to equilibrate for 5 min prior to determining optimal physiological muscle length (L o ) via a series of twitch contractions. Maximal force as a function of stimulation frequency (1-200 Hz) was measured at 35°C during isometric contractions (750 ms trains of 0.2 ms pulses), with 2 min between contractions. Absolute forces (mN) as a function of stimulation frequency were fit with the following equation:
Where x is the stimulation frequency, min and max are the smallest (i.e., twitch; P t ) and largest (i.e., peak tetanic; P o ) respective forces estimated. EC 50 is the stimulation frequency at which half the amplitude of force (max -min) is reached and n is the coefficient describing the slope of the steep portion of the curve. Measured P t and P o and maximal tetanic force at 80 Hz (P 80Hz ), an index of measured force at approximately EC 50 , were compared during statistical analyses. Additionally, P o was normalized to an approximate physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA), which was calculated using the following equation:
Where muscle density is 1.06 g/cm 3 .
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For a subset of muscles, following force-frequency testing a caffeine contracture force assessment was performed using similar methodology described previously. 12, 31, 32 For these studies, a maximal caffeine contracture response was elicited by exposing the muscle to 50 mM caffeine during twitch contractions at a rate of 0.2 Hz. 31 This concentration of caffeine was chosen because concentrations in the mM range have been previously shown to maximally stimulate whole uninjured and injured rodent skeletal muscle. 31, 36, 37 During this testing, resting tension of the muscle increases until active force and resting tension are indistinguishable and then the response plateaus. Peak caffeine contracture force was defined as the tension measured at this steady-state response.
Western blotting
TEMR constructs collected before implantation were rinsed with PBS and then minced and incubated for 30 min in 200 mL of NP-40 lysis buffer with a protease inhibitor cocktail (PIC: 40 mL/mL; Sigma P8340) resting on ice. Following incubation, the lysis suspension was centrifuged at 7000 g for 10 min at 4°C. The supernatant was stored at -80°C until further use.
Uninjured, injured, and injured and repaired whole LD muscles were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. LD muscles were thawed on ice, minced in 800 mL of homogenization buffer A (250 mM sucrose, 100 mM KCl, 20 mM MOPS, and 5 mM EDTA, pH 6.8) + PIC, and then homogenized using a PowerGen 125 tissue homogenizer (Fisher Scientific) to make a whole muscle homogenate. A portion (675 mL) of the whole homogenate was then further processed to extract the myofibrillar fraction. Whole homogenates were centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10 min at 4°C. The pellet was then resuspended in a 800 mL of wash buffer (175 mM KCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.5% triton X 100, and 20 mM MOPS, pH 6.8) prior to undergoing a second centrifugation at 10,000 g for 10 min at 4°C. The pellet was then resuspended in 500 mL of homogenization buffer C (150 mM KCl and 20 mM MOPS, pH 7.0) with protease inhibitor cocktail. Whole muscle and myofibrillar fraction homogenates were stored at 80°C until use. Protein concentration in homogenates was determined using a Bradford assay (Biorad Protein Assay Dye Reagent -500-0006).
TEMR construct, whole muscle, and myofibrillar homogenates were diluted in laemmli sample buffer with bmercaptoethanol and then placed in boiling water for 3 min. From each respective homogenate type 60, 25, and 15 mg of protein per sample was loaded into 7%, 7%, and 10% polyacrylamide gels and separated using sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). The separated proteins were then transferred to a polyvinylidene fluoride membrane (Millipore, Immobolin 0.45 mm pore), which was blocked overnight at 4°C in 5% (w/v) nonfat dried milk suspended in PBS-Tween. For the TEMR construct protein expression characterization, membranes were probed with mouse-derived anti-desmin (Sigma D1033; 1:200), Pax7 (Hybridoma Bank; 1:25), myosin (Hybridoma Bank MF20; 1:100), embryonic myosin heavy chain (MHC emb ; Hybridoma Bank F1.652; 1:100), and GAPDH (Millipore MAB374; 1:1000) in PBS-T for 3 h at room temperature. For the whole LD muscle homogenate analysis, membranes were probed with rabbit-derived anti-junctophilin1 (Invitrogen 40-5100; 1:20,000) and mouse-derived anti-desmin (Sigma D1033; 1:200), Pax7 (Hybridoma Bank; 1:50), and GAPDH (Millipore MAB374; 1:1000) in PBS-T for 2 h at room temperature. For the myofibrillar fraction homogenate analysis, membranes were probed with mousederived anti-myosin (Hybridoma Bank MF20; 1:500) and GAPDH (Millipore MAB374; 1:1000). After washing in PBS-T, membranes were incubated in anti-mouse or rabbit HRP conjugated secondary antibodies (Cell Signal 7074 and 7076) in PBS-T (1:20,000) for 2 h at room temperature. Membranes were washed in PBS-T before detection using a SuperSignal West Femto Chemiluminescent Substrate kit (Thermo Scientific 34096) and Fujifilm Intelligent Dark Box (LAS-3000). Optical density of the blot was determined using ImageJ. All protein markers were normalized to the optical density of GAPDH.
Histology and immunohistochemistry
LD muscles from all experimental groups were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin and stored in 60% ethanol. All samples were processed (ASP300S, Leica Microsystems) and then embedded in paraffin (EG1160, Leica Microsystems). Seven micrometer thick serial sections were cut from the paraffin embedded blocks and Masson's trichrome staining and immunohistochemical staining was performed using standard procedures. Immunohistochemical staining was performed using antibodies to detect desmin (M0760, 1:75, Dako), junctophilin 1 ( Jp1; Invitrogen 40-5100, 1:120), myosin (MF-20, 1:10), ryanodine receptor 1 (RyR1; 34C, 1:10), and Pax7 (1:150). MF-20, RyR1, and Pax7 antibodies were acquired from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, Iowa City, IA. Biotinylated anti-mouse IgG (MKB-2225, 1:250, Vector Laboratories Inc.) and anti-rabbit (BA-1000, 1:500, Vector Laboratories Inc.) secondary antibodies were used to detect mouse (desmin, MF-20, RyR1, and Pax7) and rabbit ( Jp1) primary antibodies. The sections were next treated with Avidin Biotin Complex Reagent (PK-7100, Vector Laboratories Inc.) and then visualized using a NovaRED substrate kit (SK-4800, Vector Laboratories Inc.). Finally, the sections were counterstained using Gill's Hematoxylin (GHS280, Sigma-Aldrich). Tissue sections without primary antibody were used as negative controls. Images were captured and digitized (DM4000B Leica Upright Microscope, Leica Microsystems) at varying magnifications.
Statistics
Dependent variables were separately analyzed with oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA). Upon finding a significant ANOVA ( p < 0.05), post-hoc analysis was performed using independent samples t-tests with Fisher's least significant difference (LSD) correction. Statistical significance was set at an a < 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 18.0.
Results
BAM characterization
BAM scaffolds were prepared and seeded with MDCs as described previously. 12 Examination of decellularized BAM scaffolds confirmed the absence of nuclei or cellular protein (Fig. 1) . Tensile mechanical properties of BAM scaffolds prior to seeding with MDCs were also characterized. BAM scaffolds exhibited a Young's Modulus of 7.6 -1.3 MPa with a stress of 1.1 -0.2 MPa at failure, which are similar to values previously described for acellular collagen matrices. 38 
MDC characterization
P2 cells were seeded on glass chamber slides with no coating, and incubated for 1 day in proliferation media (DMEM; 15% FBS; 1% AA). At this time and under these conditions, the percentage of cells expressing Pax7, MyoD, and desmin was *36%, 34%, and 21% respectively (Fig. 1) ; reflecting the relative heterogeneity of the cell population.
TEMR construct characterization prior to implantation
As noted in the Methods section and summarized in Table  1 , three distinct TEMR constructs were produced. All constructs were initially seeded with MDCs (denoted as 1S--first seeding) and placed in proliferation media (denoted as P). One of the TEMR constructs was implanted immediately after proliferation and prior to bioreactor preconditioning (denoted as the TEMR-1SP). The other two construct types were placed in differentiation media (denoted as D) and subjected to bioreactor preconditioning prior to implantation. However, one of those constructs received a second seeding of MDCs (denoted by the 2S for a second round of seeding) midway through the bioreactor preconditioning protocol (TEMR-2SPD) while the other did not (TEMR-1SPD); again, see Table 1 and Methods section for additional details concerning the nomenclature and culture conditions. As illustrated in Fig. 2 the three TEMR constructs exhibited distinct morphological characteristics (Fig. 2) . In particular, for the TEMR-1SP constructs, the cells were largely unfused and not aligned ( Fig. 2A) . For the TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD constructs (differentiation medium + uniaxial mechanical strain) the cells exhibited an elongated and aligned morphology. The total number of nuclei was significantly reduced following bioreactor preconditioning for TEMR-1SPD constructs. However, the addition of a second batch of MDCs to an underlying layer of differentiating cells (i.e., TEMR-2SPD) was associated with a significant increase in the total number of nuclei on the scaffold. Moreover, the number of multinucleated cells was significantly greater for TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD compared with TEMR-1SP, with TEMR-2SPD exhibiting the greatest number of multinucleated cells (Fig. 2G) .
Characterization of muscle proteins in all three TEMR constructs prior to implantation revealed expression of both immature and mature muscle markers, suggesting that each construct type is comprised of cells under multiple states of differentiation and maturation. All constructs expressed similar Pax7 and desmin protein expression relative to GAPDH (Fig. 2I) . However, TEMR-1SP constructs had significantly greater levels of myosin than TEMR-1SPD constructs, and significantly greater levels of embryonic MHC emb than both the TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD constructs.
In vitro isometric strength analysis
In vitro isometric force-frequency testing was conducted on whole LD muscle retrieved from a total of five experimental groups [i.e., native control (uninjured); VML injured but not repaired (NR); and TEMR-1SP, TEMR-1SPD, and TEMR-2SPD repaired] at either 1 or 2 months postimplantation. As outlined in detail below, functional recovery was dependent on both the type of TEMR construct implanted, and the time postimplantation.
Functional recovery in the absence of TEMR implantation (no repair)
For NR muscles, peak isometric twitch force (P t ), maximal isometric force at 80 Hz stimulation (P 80Hz ), and peak tetanic force (P o ) were significantly reduced by *66%, 71%, and 75% compared with uninjured values 1 month postinjury ( Fig. 3 ; Table 1 ). At 2 months postinjury, the NR group exhibited similar functional deficits for P t and P 80Hz (*77% and 75%, respectively). Although some recovery of P o from 1 to 2 months postinjury was observed for NR muscles ( Fig. 3 ; Table 1 ), a sustained *67% functional deficit of P o 2 months postinjury indicates that a critical size defect was achieved in this study using this VML injury model.
Functional recovery 1 month postimplantation of TEMR constructs
At 1 month postinjury, TEMR-1SP and TEMR-2SPD constructs both exhibited improved LD function/contractility compared to NR values. More specifically, at this time P t , P 80Hz , and P o were greater than the corresponding NR values by *96%, 106%, and 111%, for the TEMR-1SP constructs, and by *50% ( p = 0.276), 128%, and 120% for TEMR-2SPD constructs. In contrast, as previously reported, 12 there was little functional improvement at the 1 month time point following implantation of the TEMR-1SPD construct. That is, P t , P 80Hz , and P o values of the TEMR-1SPD construct group were not significantly different from NR ( Fig. 3; Table 1 ). Moreover, at this time the TEMR-1SP and TEMR-2SPD groups had indistinguishable P o values ( Fig. 3 ; Table 1 ) that were & 40% greater than the corresponding P o value for the TEMR-1SPD group. Lastly, NR, TEMR-1SPD, and TEMR-2SPD treatment groups displayed a leftward shift in the force-frequency curve (i.e., EC 50 < Uninjured; Table 2 ), while the TEMR-1SP group was similar to uninjured muscle value.
FIG. 1.
Rat muscle derived cell (MDC) protein expression and bladder acellular matrix (BAM) scaffold characteristics. MDCs from primary culture were passaged once, seeded on noncoated chamber slides, and then cultured for 1 day in proliferation media (See Methods). Per protein marker (A-C), the total number of nuclei and positively stained nuclei were counted in at least 12 high-powered field (400 · ) images from at least two different chamber slides. Over 800 nuclei were counted for each protein marker with the number of positive cells expressed as percentage of total nuclei (D). BAM collagen scaffolds were cut to *3 · 1 sheet prior to implantation (E; scaffold was rehydrated in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium for picture contrast). Young's modulus was determined for seven sterilized and rehydrated scaffolds (F). Scaffolds were confirmed to be decellularized via the absence of a protein (Ponceau) or specifically glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate Dehydrogenase (GAPDH) [blot; (G)], and the absence of nuclei [DAPI; (H)]. Protein expression (G) and nuclear staining via DAPI is demonstrated on BAM scaffold following the addition of MDCs (I). Scale bar = 50 mm for all images. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/tea 1218 CORONA ET AL.
Functional recovery 2 months postimplantation of TEMR constructs
At 2 months postimplantation, all TEMR construct groups had significantly greater P 80Hz and P o values than that observed for the NR group. However, only the TEMR-2SPD constructs produced significantly greater P t than the NR group ( Fig. 3 ; Table 1 ). The magnitude of functional recovery was also TEMR construct dependent, as noted by the fact that the P o value of the TEMR-1SP, TEMR-1SPD, and TEMR-2SPD groups was *60%, 62%, and 110% greater than NR at 2 months, with the TEMR-2SPD group value also significantly greater than both the TEMR-1SP and TEMR-1SPD groups. Additionally, the time course of functional recovery was also TEMR construct dependent. That is, from 1 to 2 months, the TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD construct groups exhibited a *39% and 28% improvement in P o , respectively, while the TEMR-1SP group showed no significant improvement (i.e., 0.2%) over this same time frame. Lastly, the leftward shift in the force-frequency curves observed at 1 month postinjury for NR, TEMR-1SPD, and TEMR-2SPD groups was rectified at 2 months.
Absolute forces were also normalized to the estimated physiological cross-sectional area to calculate specific force (N cm -2 ). There were no significant differences among experimental groups at either 1 or 2 months postinjury and all experimental groups produced significantly less specific P o than uninjured muscles (Table 1) . LD muscle wet weight was consistently greater for all TEMR construct groups at 1 and 2 months postinjury compared with uninjured and NR groups, while LD muscle length was similar among all groups.
For a subset of muscles, peak caffeine contracture force was measured 2 months postinjury. All experimental groups were significantly reduced compared to uninjured controls (Table 1) . However, all TEMR construct groups produced contracture forces similar to each other and greater contracture force than the NR group. Specifically, TEMR-1SP, TEMR-1SPD, and TEMR-2SPD treatment groups produced *103%, 63%, and 110% greater contracture force than NR, respectively.
FIG. 2.
Cellular morphology and protein expression characteristics of BAM-supported tissue engineered muscle repair (TEMR) constructs developed under three distinct culture conditions. TEMR-1SP, TEMR-1SPD, and TEMR-2SPD constructs are depicted in (A), (B), and (C), respectively (400 · images). For the generation of the TEMR-2SPD constructs, a second batch of MDCs was added to an underlying layer of MDCs (i.e., TEMR-1SPD constructs). To confirm adherence of the second MDC batch, these cells were loaded with cytoplasmic fluorescent dye and then visualized following preconditioning (D and E). Scale bar = 50 mm for all images. The number of nuclei (F) and the number of multinucleated cells (G) were quantitated for each construct type (See Methods, *TEMR-1SP; # TEMR-1SPD, p < 0.05). Muscle-specific protein expression of TEMR constructs was characterized via Western blot (H). The optical densities of specified proteins were normalized to that of GAPDH for statistical comparisons among groups [(I); *significantly different from TEMR-1SP, p < 0.05]. Protein expression of each construct type is summarized ( J). Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/tea
Cell-and tissue morphology
Cell-and tissue morphology of VML-injured LD muscles with and without TEMR construct repair were qualitatively characterized. Specifically, the area of VML injury where the implanted TEMR constructs interface with the remaining tissue was of particular interest and is illustrated in Fig. 4 for NR and TEMR construct repair groups at 1 and 2 months postinjury. In agreement with the observed functional deficits, the NR group exhibited gross tissue disruption, marked by the presence of small muscle fibers, increased collagen deposition, and mononuclear cells, consistent with a continued immune response at 1 month postinjury. Two months postinjury, the NR muscle appears to have completed the innate degenerative and regenerative response to the VML injury. At this time, the NR tissue shows little mononuclear cellular presence, improved muscle fiber organization, and collagen and adipose deposition at the site of injury.
Of note, in all cases, TEMR construct implantation resulted in improved tissue morphology compared with NR muscles. At 1 and 2 months postinjury the muscle fibers at the initial site of injury present qualitatively fewer signs of damage, disruption, and mononuclear cellular presence in TEMR construct-repaired versus NR tissue (Fig. 4 ). There were, however, distinct differences in tissue morphology among the TEMR construct groups. For example, while the muscle fibers at the interface were either regenerated or repaired by 1 month postinjury for the TEMR-1SP group, the remaining BAM scaffold was mostly devoid of a cellular presence (Fig. 4B) . A similar morphology was also observed for this group at 2 months postinjury (Fig. 4F) . In contrast, a cellular presence within the scaffold was observed in both the TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD construct groups. And, from 1 to 2 months there appeared to be an increase in muscle tissue formation both at the site of injury (Fig. 4C, G) and within the scaffold that was independent of the primary muscle tissue (i.e., new muscle tissue formation; Fig. 4D, H) . Lastly, we also observed a marked vascular and neural presence 12 at the tissue-scaffold interface 1 month postinjury when TEMR constructs were implanted; however, there was no obvious difference in the occurrence of these structures among construct types (Fig. 5) . As illustrated, the neural and vascular structures were associated with regenerating muscle fibers in most cases.
Functional protein expression
To determine whether regenerating or newly formed muscles fibers were capable of contributing to functional recovery, TEMR construct-repaired LD muscles retrieved 2 months postinjury were stained using IHC for a host of key proteins required for force production and transmission. Two areas of interest within the repaired LD muscles were identified for investigation: (1) the area of initial VML injury at the interface between TEMR constructs and the remaining native tissue (Fig. 6A-E) and (2) at sites of tissue formation within BAM scaffolding independent from the interface (Fig.  6F-J) . For all construct groups, muscle fibers in both these areas stained positively (determined by negative control and striated appearance) for desmin, myosin, ryanodine receptor 1 (RyR1), and junctophilin 1 ( JP1).
To further evaluate the characteristics of TEMR-mediated functional recovery of VML injury, we quantified the relative content of specific muscle proteins involved in force production and transmission. The rationale for this approach is that the content of muscle specific contractile proteins can be reduced in injured muscle leading to functional deficits. 30, 39, 40 Moreover, aberrant regeneration in which crucial functional proteins are not expressed appropriately could reduce the functional recovery mediated via TEMR construct implantation. Relative protein content of desmin, JP1, and myosin (normalized to GAPDH) was quantified in whole or myofibrillar (myosin only) protein homogenates from uninjured and VML-injured LD muscles 2 months postinjury (Fig.  7) . No differences among uninjured, NR, and TEMR construct groups were observed for either desmin or myosin. In comparison to all other treatment groups, JP1 was elevated for TEMR-1SP constructs ( p < 0.05).
Pax7 expression in TEMR construct-repaired LD muscle
Lastly, while the muscle fibers at the interface appear to have completed or nearly completed the regenerative response 2 months after injury (Figs. 4 and 6 ) in TEMR construct-repaired LD muscles, fibers localized to the scaffold often appear smaller in diameter, suggesting that the regenerative response is not completed in this area (Fig. 6G-J) . To determine whether TEMR constructs promoted a prolonged regenerative response, Pax7 protein expression was measured 2 months postinjury (Fig. 7) . Pax7 was chosen as a regenerative marker because it is crucial for skeletal muscle regeneration. 41, 42 In comparison to uninjured values, Pax7 expression was significantly elevated for all TEMR construct groups, but not for the NR group (Fig. 7) .
Discussion
In response to a variety of injuries, skeletal muscle undergoes a well-characterized degenerative and regenerative response aimed at restoring functional capacity to the injured tissue. In fact, most muscle injury models in otherwise healthy young adult rodents report full functional recovery via endogenous regeneration and repair mechanisms. [43] [44] [45] In contrast, with VML injury, by definition, the tissue loss is so great that the regenerative capacity of the remaining skeletal muscle tissue is not adequate to restore muscle mass and function in either humans 6, 8 or rodents, 12,13 presumably due to the loss of ECM and concomitant depletion of the resident satellite cell population.
As a first step toward development of therapeutics to treat VML injuries, we previously developed an in vitro bioreactorbased skeletal muscle tissue engineering model, 12, 29 in which MDCs are seeded on acellular collagen scaffolds and are promoted to differentiate and align under chemical and mechanical cues (i.e., TEMR-1SPD in the current study). Implantation of differentiated TEMR constructs significantly restored functional capacity to VML-injured LD muscle 2 months postinjury. 12 Notably, implantation of a BAM, without the inclusion of differentiated MDCs did not improve function at this time, 12 signifying the importance of providing a cellular component for functional restoration of VML injury using this in vitro tissue engineering approach and the murine VML injury model employed in the current study.
The primary hypothesis and novelty of the current study is that altering the in vitro cellular phenotype and composition of the implanted TEMR construct, prior to implantation in vivo, can modulate both the time course and magnitude of functional recovery from VML injury. To this end, we modified our bioreactor-based in vitro tissue engineering protocol to produce three distinct TEMR constructs marked by prominent differences in their morphological appearance as follows: (1) randomly organized unfused MDCs (TEMR-1SP), with few, if any, detectable multinucleated myotubes, (2) moderate density of elongated aligned myotubes (approximately two multinucleated myotubes/HPF), interspersed with MDCs (TEMR-1SPD), and (3) relatively dense elongated aligned myotubes (approximately six multinucleated myotubes/HPF), with intervening MDCs (TEMR-2SPD; Fig. 2) . Notably, the generation of TEMR-2SPD constructs involved the development of a novel seeding strategy, in which a second application of MDCs to an underlying layer of myotubes was performed during bioreactor preconditioning. This cell seeding strategy increased the number of multinucleated cells comprising TEMR-2SPD constructs, indicating that a portion of the second population of MDCs fused with the underlying differentiated layer-a process observed during embryonic development and adult muscle fiber repair, regeneration, and growth in response to injury and exercise. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Moreover, while TEMR-2SPD constructs exhibited a differentiated morphological appearance, the muscle protein expression profile was more akin to TEMR-1SP constructs (Fig. 2) . Thus, TEMR-2SPD constructs appear to be comprised of cell populations represented in constructs derived under both proliferating (TEMR-1SP) and differentiating (TEMR-1SPD) cell culture and bioreactor protocols. As such, this hybrid construct may impart unique therapeutic benefits that combine the salient characteristics of the other two constructs.
More specifically, TEMR-2SPD constructs promoted a rapid and prolonged functional recovery. The accelerated time course of the functional recovery was analogous to that produced by the TEMR-1SP construct, while the increased and prolonged functional recovery was similar to that produced by the TEMR-1SPD construct. Consistent with a previous study, 12 implantation of TEMR-1SPD constructs was not associated with significant functional recovery, relative (Fig. 3) . However, implantation of both TEMR-1SP and TEMR-2SPD constructs was associated with functional restoration at 1 month postinjury. Interestingly, while functional recovery continued to improve from 1 to 2 months postinjury for the TEMR-2SPD group (i.e., to *70% of uninjured muscle), no such time dependent functional recovery was observed for the TEMR-1SP construct ( Fig. 3; Table 1 ). These data are consistent with the supposition that on the one hand the presence of a significant population of undifferentiated MDCs is important to accelerated functional recovery (the increased recovery observed at the 1 month time point for the TEMR-1SP and TEMR-2SPD constructs), while on the other, the presence of multinucleated myotubes is critical to continuous and sustained functional recovery (i.e., the further increase in contractility observed for the TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD constructs) in this murine VML injury model.
Although we do not yet know the definitive cellular and molecular mechanisms responsible for these disparate rates of functional recovery among the three TEMR construct types, it is remarkable to note that for LD muscles repaired with TEMR-1SP constructs, at both 1 and 2 months postimplantation, the BAM scaffolding was largely devoid of any cellular presence, while the interface of the BAM and remaining tissue exhibited significant signs of repair and regeneration (Fig. 4) . These findings appear to be in line with previous myocardial injury studies in which functional improvement is often associated with poor myoblast engraftment, 46 indicating that potentially angiogenic, neurogenic, or growth and trophic factors primarily mediate myoblastinduced functional recovery in this construct group. [47] [48] [49] Likewise, it is possible that TEMR constructs differentiated via bioreactor preconditioning mediate functional recovery via trophic mechanisms as well, however, it is also clear that regenerating muscle fibers are formed independent from 
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the native tissue in these constructs (Figs. 4 and 6 ), suggesting that these constructs also directly contribute to neo-muscle fiber formation. In other VML injury models using tissue engineering technologies based primarily on the development of neo-tissue formation (i.e., in the absence of cells), functional recovery often requires extended periods of time until an apparent critical mass of tissue regenerates. 17, 18 Thus, it is plausible that differentiated TEMR constructs (i.e., 1SPD and 2SPD) require a relatively shorter regenerative period to promote functional recovery via neo-tissue formation. Consistent with our previous observations, 12 for the more differentiated TEMR construct types (i.e., TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD) the functional improvements following implantation appear, at least in part, the result of muscle fiber regeneration (e.g., at the interface or independently within the implanted construct) and not entirely the result of TEMRmediated hypertrophy of the remaining native tissue. While the observed physiological improvements in absolute isometric and caffeine contracture forces cannot distinguish between these two mechanisms, the presence of regenerating muscle fibers at the interface and within the BAM scaffold with TEMR construct implantation (Figs. 4 and 6) points toward TEMR-mediated regeneration as an important component of functional recovery. In support of this supposition is the fact that if significant fiber hypertrophy of the remaining skeletal muscle tissue occurs, then an increased relative expression of myosin is expected. 50 The fact that the relative muscle protein expression was similar among TEMR-treated muscle and uninjured LD muscle (Fig. 7) suggests that regenerated muscle fibers with a similar protein stoichiometry of uninjured LD muscle is contributing to functional recovery. Lastly, to demonstrate that TEMR construct-mediated regenerating muscle fibers can directly contribute to functional recovery, we documented that regenerating muscle fibers located at the interface of the TEMR construct and the native tissue, and independent of the interface, expresses force-producing (myosin), force-transmitting (desmin), and excitation-contraction coupling proteins (RyR1 and Jp1) 51, 52 in a striated manner similar to native muscle (Fig. 6 ). Taken together with the tissue morphology and neural and vascular components observed in TEMR constructs (Figs. 4 and 5) , these data provide compelling evidence for a direct contribution (i.e., contraction) of the TEMR construct-mediated muscle fiber regeneration to the enhanced functional recovery of VML-injured muscle.
Improvements in specific force following tissue engineering treatments of VML-injured muscle have been reported previously. 12, 13, 18 Although absolute forces were significantly improved compared to NR muscle ( Fig. 3; Table 1 ) in the current study, specific forces were not improved with TEMR construct implantation. This finding is at variance with our previous report that specific force was improved with TEMR construct repair 2 months postinjury, 12 despite the fact that the magnitude of absolute forces were similar between comparable TEMR construct groups in each study (e.g., TEMR-1SPD 2 months postinjury, Machingal et al. 12 vs. Current Study: P o ; 222.5 -21.7 vs. 200.1 -16.3 mN) . The persistent specific force deficit with TEMR implantation observed in the current study is likely due to an increased presence of passive elements (i.e., continued presence of BAM scaffold), as this would contribute to an increase in muscle wet weight but not active force. In support, TEMR construct wet weight is *55 mg prior to implantation (i.e., *50% of contralateral uninjured LD muscle wet weight) and Masson's trichrome staining indicates that a significant portion of BAM scaffold is remaining 2 months postinjury. In this scenario, the additional BAM wet weight contributes to the consistent increase in LD muscle wet weight for TEMR construct groups (Table 1) , and therefore reflects that specific force is grossly underestimated for these repaired muscles. In our previous study, we reported a decrease of TEMR construct-repaired muscle wet weight at 2 months postinjury. 12 We cannot offer a specific reason for this discrepancy between the current and previous studies. Nevertheless, it is important to note that therapeutically, while it is ideal for regenerating muscle to approximate native specific force, indicating that the engineered muscle is of similar contractile quality to the tissue initially lost, the regenerating muscle's absolute force-producing capacity primarily determines the ability to perform occupational tasks. To this point, the TEMR-2SPD construct, which was generated using a novel cell seeding-bioreactor preconditioning technique prior to implantation, produced a nearly threefold increase in absolute force relative to the 1-month unrepaired animal (Table  2) . Moreover, the current threefold increase in absolute force (P o ) 2 months postimplantation, is significantly greater than the previously reported twofold increase, 12 and the twofold increases observed in the current report with the TEMR-1SP and TEMR-1SPD constructs 2 months postinjury.
From a mechanistic viewpoint, a variety of cell types including mesenchymal stem cells and quiescient satellite cells have been used previously to restore function to VMLinjured muscle. 13, 16 The MDCs used in this study were isolated using a method similar to that reported for the isolation of cells from war traumatized muscle, 53 although both adherent and initially nonadherent cells (e.g., satellite cells) were kept in the current study. The MDCs in the current study represent a mixed population of culture-expanded cells and therefore may include satellite cells (myoblasts), fibroblasts, mesenchymal stem cells, and muscle derived stem cells, among other cell types. 12, 53, 54 The yield of muscle progenitor cells (Pax7 + , MyoD + , or desmin + cells &30% of cells; Fig. 1 ) prior to seeding on BAM is similar to that observed after three preplating stages. 54 However, it is possible that BAM promotes a preferential expansion of myogenic cells, owing to a close approximation of native muscle mechanical properties 55, 56 of processed BAM (Fig. 1  38 ) . In support of this supposition, we have previously observed qualitatively uniform staining for myogenic cells on BAM scaffolding after 3 days of culture. 12 Regardless, TEMR constructs generated with this mixed population of MDCs promoted significant functional recovery and tissue regeneration in murine VML-injured muscle. It remains to be determined whether or not a pure population of MDCs (e.g., satellite cells) would improve these therapeutic outcomes. As such, it is conceivable that the inclusion of fibroblasts, among other cell populations, with myogenic cells in our initial culture is likely to be beneficial for muscle regeneration and functional outcomes, as has been reported previously. 57, 58 Expression of Pax7, a satellite cell marker, has been shown to increase following muscle injury and is crucial for the regeneration of skeletal muscle thereafter. 41, 42 In this study, Pax7 expression at the protein level was significantly elevated in VML-injured LD muscle treated with TEMR constructs 2 months postinjury (Fig. 7) . It is interesting to speculate that the increased Pax7 expression 2 months postinjury is the result of an increase in ''satellite'' cells induced by the presence of the TEMR constructs in general, and in particular, for the TEMR-2SPD constructs (Fig. 7) . To this end, cyclic mechanical strain has been shown to inhibit differentiation of satellite cells and myoblasts [59] [60] [61] but promotes increased protein synthesis and expression of more mature muscle markers in myotubes. [62] [63] [64] Thus, it is possible that the double seeding methodology used to generate TEMR-2SPD constructs results in implantation of a construct that includes and/or better recruits a subpopulation of cells that resemble satellite cells.
In summary, we have demonstrated that TEMR constructs with distinctly different cellular morphologies promote functional recovery of VML-injured muscle at different rates and magnitudes. Importantly, this study describes the development of a novel skeletal muscle bioreactor cell seeding strategy that mimics aspects of ''exercise'' in vitro and produces TEMR constructs that appear to possess intrinsic regenerative qualities of both ''proliferating'' and ''differentiating'' TEMR constructs. That is, this novel TEMR construct (TEMR-2SPD) promoted not only a rapid (like TEMR-1SP) but also a prolonged (like TEMR-1SPD) functional recovery in an additive manner, whereby TEMR-1SP and TEMR-1SPD construct-repaired muscle produced twofold greater force and TEMR-2SPD produced threefold greater force than nonrepaired VML-injured muscle. Additionally, we determined that TEMR-mediated regeneration of skeletal muscle fibers results in expression of key functional proteins in a striated appearance and that whole LD muscles repaired with the TEMR-1SPD and TEMR-2SPD constructs express muscle specific proteins, at the interface and within the regenerating BAM scaffold, with relative stoichiometry similar to uninjured LD muscle. These latter findings are important not only because they indicate that TEMR construct treatment mediates regeneration of functional muscle fibers, but also because native-like protein expression following regeneration adds support to the potential safety and efficacy of TEMR constructs as a treatment of human neuromuscular injuries.
